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ABSTRACT

The start of the entire nuclear program in Romania some 20 years ago, was a high-level
government decision without any commitment and acceptance of the people but obviously
based on economic and political considerations. No one asked and nobody explained to the
people why a nuclear power plant is so much required.

Since 1992 a Public Information Program has been initiated, at the level of the former
RENEL - GEN (Romanian Electricity Authority-Nuclear Power Group), at present, the
Societatea Nationala “Nuclearelectrica” SA (SNN SA). The starting point was the possibility
that a false perception and misunderstanding of facts, associated with the lack of a minimum
"education" in the field, may generate a hostile attitude, both on the part of the authorities and
the people.

The main target of this program has been and is still the education and information of
the public, namely, the presentation of all aspects related to nuclear energy, closely connected
to explaining the need for this form of energy, in view of its benefits in economy,
environment and social life, the improvement of nuclear power plant safety and reliability.

The paper underlined the main activities we have developed under this program and
their results. It is also presented the perspectives of the program in the future.

1 INTRODUCTION

When elaborating an analysis on the today modern society evolution, quite often we
come across two elements which our everyday life cannot ignore any longer: information and
communication.

The success of any of the activities performed depends not only on the way the problem
is technically dealt with, but also on the psychological feedback and support of the people
and, consequently, on the implementation of an efficient policy in the field of public
information and communication.
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A piece of information insufficiently substantiated, false or incomplete, may induce to
the public mistrust and even endanger the implementation of the proposed project.

As already known, in Romania, only the Unit 1 of the first Romanian nuclear power
plant, provided with CANDU type reactor, is now in operation at Cernavoda, a small town
situated in the south-east of the country, at about 180 km from Bucharest. Unit 2 is under
construction and Units 3,4 and 5 are under preservation.

The Romanian power nuclear program started about 22 years ago, and it was a high-
level government decision without any commitment and acceptance of the public but
obviously based on economic and political considerations. No one asked and nobody
explained to the people why a nuclear power plant is so much required.

After 1990, when the freedom to express one’s opinions became a reality and the
questions related to the Cernavoda Nuclear Power Plant started “to flow”, the establishment
of a “knowledgeable talking partner” became a real and stringent necessity.

The prerequisites having laid at the basis of such a program were the following:

� The public perception of the nuclear energy problems, in general and of nuclear power, in
particular, is generated by the lack of sufficient information in the domain.

� The public fear for their health; the main reasons: the radiation and the latest one - the
waste.

� The public do not know the actual dimension, potential of the Romanian industry and
specialists in this field, the qualitative leap brought about by the implementation of the
nuclear program in the Romanian economy.

� The public vulnerability versus mass-media which, in their rush for sensational or lack of
knowledge on the domain, many times have launched simple, unfounded speculations.

The program has appealed to basic, general principles, which rule any information
policy:

� The respect for the public, for their need of education and communication, as well as the
trust in their capability of correctly perceiving the information.

� Being aware of all the major interest problems and fears of the public related to the
nuclear program.

� Ensuring a perfect openness.

All the information necessary for a better understanding of a nuclear event, no matter
how unpleasant it might be, should be available for the public.

� Being aware of, and respecting the opponents’ opinions.
� The quality and content of the messages.

Communication means questions and answers. It should address the demands and fears
of the public, the developments of the events. The tone, language and content are essential.

A system of communication also implies much information, which each member of the
community perceives and understands distinctly; each has his own question and is expecting
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an answer to it. Therefore, the delivered answers should be complete, clear, proper, prompt,
intelligible, lacking ambiguity.

� Initiative in information supply.
It should be taken into account that, the lack of an initiative in supplying information,

the correction of false information or just the subsequent penetration of correct information
will be more difficult.

� Ensuring the dynamics of information.

This means thorough awareness of the public standpoint concerning a certain
phenomenon and the rapid adjustment of the information methods and techniques used for the
matters of interest for the moment.

All these elements were only few of those we considered when starting to assess the
strategy whose main targets were:

� education and building the  credibility on the construction of nuclear power plants, in
general, and of Cernavoda Nuclear Power Plant, in particular - a stage under development
at that  time;

� once such a credibility has been gained, there should be some directing of the policy to
maintain and amplify this trust and, at the same time, to prevent and monitor the situations
of crisis.

When developing the program, three parameters were considered:
� the audience to which an attention should focus on;
� items of interest;
� the most adequate educational, information and  communication  methods.

Whom should first an information program addressed to ? This question can get a very
simple reply: to everybody: To all those that the complete success of an action depends on. It
is worth mentioning that the people perceive and interpret differently all the information they
get; each has his own question to which he waits an answer for himself. The need for
information is general, but the level of understanding, the professional training, the social
background, to which our subjects belongs to, and not at least, the age, play an important role
both for the evaluation and acceptance of any event.

The young ones represent the segment of the society and population that is the thirstiest
for information. Their need for investigating  the unknown, for  understanding everything
around them, having also in view the great advantage offered by the possibility of starting
education and training from earlier school years, so that the nuclear energy phenomenon, as a
whole, should  be understood and accepted in its complexity, make them the most receptive
segment of the population. Being extremely dynamic, the young people are, at the same time,
the main keepers of information, capable to spread it rapidly everywhere.
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2 METHODS

The process to educate people, with the view to  acquiring the correct understanding of
the nuclear energy problems, for changing the public into a knowledgeable talking partner,
started by employing one of the most common and efficient methods: the elaboration of
written documentation.

The first steps were made by the preparation of leaflets, making - up an "ABC" on the
nuclear energy:

� "Nuclear Fission";
� "How Does a Nuclear Power Plant Works?";
� "How safe is a Nuclear Power Plant?";
� "Nuclear Radiation and Nuclear Power Plants";
� "What Do We Know about Nuclear Wastes?" -and
� "Is Nuclear Energy the Best Choice for the Environment?".

Special brochures were issued related to the to the Cernavoda NPP, in the  Romanian
and English languages; general presentation as well as the presentation of the main systems,
waste management conception, safety philosophy, etc.

To all these, one can add the drawings to educate and present various aspects related to
Cernavoda Nuclear Power Plant as well as some booklets for children (such as “The
Wonderful Land” or The History of the Nuclear energy”).

All this documentation was printed in attractive graphics, very suggestive and
illustrative, with a simple, direct language and so conceived that it may answer to as many
questions as possible and address to the most various categories of people.

Special attention has been given to the education of the young generation in view of the
correct perception and understanding of all and various aspects related to the nuclear energy
applications. For that purpose, some direct lectures were organized in schools. Drawings,
pictures, photos as well as special computer designed programs employed in the lectures,
helped us a lot in our presentation to the pupils aged from seven up to senior high - school.
The first presentation lectures have been developed some years ago. They were adapted to
various categories of age. So, there were lectures dealing with the history of  atom, discovery
of fission, chain reaction, energy sources, ending with topics such as: operation of nuclear
power plant, comparisons between various energy sources related to economic and
environmental impact. Starting with pupils in the 7th class (about 13 years old) additional
information on Cernavoda Nuclear Power Plant were made available. All presentation were
accompanied by computer programs on CANDU system, nuclear fission, nuclear power plant
operation, safety philosophy, main characteristics of CANDU-6 type reactor, fuel cycle and
so on. Presentations have also included a review of  nuclear reactors types underlining the
three basic elements of a reactor: nuclear fuel, moderator and coolant, and also today’ s and
future trends in the world energy. Many of  the presentations developed in the form of a vivid
dialogue with the audience, representing an opportunity to check the knowledge they gained.
In case of younger pupils (7-10 years old), an actual benefit was offered by educational
computer programs (cartoons) and a special booklet called            “Color Book with Puzzle”.
The tale book “A Happy Kingdom” which is speaking about nuclear energy option was also
appreciated. The interest the presentations were received with, was illustrated by the many
questions asked by the pupils, questions such as: What happens with the radwaste?”, “How
safe is CANDU reactor and especially Cernavoda Nuclear Power Plant?”, What is the
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environmental impact of a nuclear power plant operation if compared to the conventional
power plant?” and so on. It ‘s worth mentioning the every year organization of a drawing
competition on energy sources and on nuclear themes. The drawings were exhibited within
the annual exhibition organized with the opportunity of the “Nuclear Energy Days” and they
were awarded prizes, some of them being published in different promotional materials.

Design and fabrication of advertising type materials is being another side of our
activity. Starting with badges and trinkets, collages, and bags, note - books and calendars, all
of them were conceived and carried - out as a plea in favour of nuclear.

Our aim was to capture the attention and to raise curiosity of the people on the nuclear
energy and the results showed that, to a certain extent, we succeeded, and that was
encouraging.

For specialists in the domain, for the people involved in decision - taking, but also for
non - specialists interested in the nuclear field, each month we have published an
"Information Bulletin".

The contents of the Bulletin is wide and comprehensive: from information on the
Romanian today activity in the nuclear, to the world policy as regards the evolution of nuclear
power, the results of research works in the domain, articles and information regarding the
nuclear safety and radioactive waste treatment, management and disposal as well as other
kinds of information. The Bulletin represents a special and efficient means to inform and
communicate.

All the above represent the activities developed on the national scale but they are also
associated and correlated to the activities performed on local scale, in the area of Cernavoda
NPP site.

Visits on the site, articles and interviews published in the local newspapers, meetings
with young people in the area, press - conferences are only few of the activities in the Public
Relations Office at Cernavoda NPP has been developing.

Another side of the issue evidenced during all these actions, is represented by the
relationship with mass - media which, in fact, represents another aspect of our activity.

Co-operation with the newspapers and magazines has known a continuos improvement.
The experience we' ve got , on the one hand, and the growing interest showed by the
newspapermen in the nuclear power program, on the other, led to the formation of a "joint
communication channel".

Information through mass-media on the main events on Cernavoda NPP site, the
development of a new "lecturing" system by interviewing officials from Cernavoda as well as
the support actually offered by AREN through its association to NucNet and promotion of
world news in the newspapers, shall undoubtedly contribute to public information, both on the
first target of our activity and the nuclear energy problems, in general.

Taking into account all the experience won, at the beginning of this year,  a new long
term strategy (1999 – 2005) at the level of SN “Nuclearelectrica” SA for has been established.
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The main goals are:

� A. Carrying out educational programs for young people through:
� organizing lectures, debates and round tables in schools both for students and teachers;
� organizing contests on various subjects related to getting familiar with and profoundly

studying the notions about nuclear power;
� training the young people in elaborating the various presentation documents;
� organizing visits at Cernavoda NPP and other nuclear objectives like fuel fabrication

plant, research institutes.

� B. The relationship with mass-media through:
� elaborating support documentation for radio and television programs;
� initiating some radio programs, quizzes, eventually live talking to the listeners;
� initiating  some TV programs on various topics mutually set out with  the programs

editors;
� issuing press releases for a prompt information of the public concerning some events

occurred during the operation of the subsidiaries reporting to SN “Nuclearelectrica” –
SA;

� adopting an “offensive” attitude at the press level by publishing articles on  Cernavoda
NPP operation, reliability, safety, economic, ecological and social advantages, on
radioactivity and so on, as well as interviewing scientific, medical personalities,
specialists involved in the nuclear power program, Romanian operators,
representatives of the nuclear regulatory body and so on;

� organizing initiating courses on nuclear power for media representatives.

The courses have been already started. They are developed within the  Training Center
at the Cernavoda Nuclear Power Plant for one day and consist of a technical presentation
followed by a  visit of the plant. The main subjects discussed are: a short story related to the
history of nuclear energy, the history of the Cernavoda NPP, nuclear fission, nuclear power
generation, CANDU type reactor presentation –safety aspects, performances, waste
management, radiation levels,  INES and  other aspects depending the participants “requests”.
The main result of this action was that we made a lot of new friends. Some of them even
became members of the Romanian “Nuclear Energy” Association. Recently we also have
started some Radio programs, consisting in very short  programs so-called “nuclear radio
pills”. In the near future a debate on attitude pro and con nuclear energy and the Cernavoda
NPP are to be organized.

� C. The relationship with the decision-making factors at the central and local level:
� providing information on a prompt and regular basis about all the aspects concerning

the worldwide and Romanian nuclear energy;
� organizing visits to the Cernavoda NPP and the Nuclear Fuel Plant-Pitesti under the

credit lines “open gates”;
� organizing meetings, round tables/debates with the management and the operation

staff of SNN SA and subsidiaries on various topics of interest, aspects related to
nuclear waste management, nuclear safety, environment and general public protection
as well as aspects related to the nuclear community.
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� D. The accomplishment of an adequate information through:
� elaboration of information bulletins where the Romanian current events column are

performed in English and Romanian. There will be presented various aspects of the
SNN- SA‘s subsidiaries activities and various questions with the appropriate answers,
arguments in favour of nuclear power use; the information bulletins by their structure
and topics shall represent an instrument within the discussions with mass-media,
public, politicians, and so on.

� carrying on the activity of translating, processing and disseminating the NucNet and
Nucleaus through monthly reports elaborated on set out topics and distributed to the
decision making factors, local authorities, press, subsidiaries and so on.

� E. Polling public opinions.
� poll to be performed at various levels both on local and national basis.

� F. The elaboration of print materials:
� issuing folders, brochures, leaflets on different aspects related to nuclear energy,

Cernavoda NPP and so on;
� issuing a catalogue containing the offer SNN-SA might submit concerning documents

and actions destined to public information and education (folders, computer programs,
films, visits, and so on).

� H. Advertising:
� advertising spot;

The main messages we intend to promote/transmit to the public are the followings:

� ”Nuclear power –a valid, economical and ethical option for the Romanian economic
development”.

� 2 years contribution of Cernavoda Unit #1 commercial operation to a “Cleaner
environment”.

� Cernavoda Unit #2: an economic and safe proven technology for the Romanian electric
power production sector.

� CANDU - a safe and optimum concept for Romania.
� local sponsorship for some actions such as “The Romanian Energy Days” organized by

the Romanian “Nuclear Energy” Association.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In the paper we have underlined the main aspects related to the policy of
“NUCLEARELECTRICA” SA Company in the field of Public Information. It is our every
day and future target to make clear most of the aspects on the nuclear power in general, and
on the Cernavoda NPP in particular.

Our main goal is to bring at everybody’s hand as much fresh, accurate, correct
information as possible on  nuclear power and on its advantages for Romania and for
European Community.
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At the level of headquarters of “NUCLEARELECTRICA” SA company a detailed
step–by-step program related to the 2000 year  was established, which develops the main
goals of our strategy in the field of Public Information.
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